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Introduction 
 I would like to start off this insane endeavor of mine, by outlining my intentions and reasoning for 

writing a paper of such detail. For context, I am writing this after four years of studying lighting design and 

technology at Northampton High School, a summer internship at Paint Box Theatre, volunteering and 

shadowing the lighting designer at the Green River Festival, and working for a summer as a stage hand and LD 

at the Cape Cod Melody Tent in Hyannis along with other little things. For those who do not know, at the high 

school I was the student technical director and head of the lighting department, I designed five productions at 

the high school, each better than the last (IMO), and I assisted and was an electrician on many others since my 

freshman year (2013). The information that I can convey to you is from a few years of talking and working with 

professionals in both the theatrical and musical fields of production. With that in mind, I want to be clear that in 

no way should what I say in this to be the final word and set in stone for the whole industry. While there are 

some industry standards, there is a lot that differs from venue to venue and designer to designer. Additionally, I 

want to make it clear that I am still a student myself and not a professional. That does not mean what I say is 

useless, and honestly it might be more useful than professional advice for a high school theater, but think and 

process what I talk about and what it means. The moment you stop thinking is the moment you have given up 

on learning.  

 To begin, I will outline a four-year syllabus for an NHS student who has joined tech in their freshman 

year and choses to stay and do work through senior year. I have developed this syllabus based on my own four 

years at NHS doing lighting and seeing others go through the same system. Additionally, I have read through 

and seen several four-year plans that are implemented at both BA and BFA programs at various colleges and 

have added parts of those programs that I think would work in a high school. Obviously, this is nowhere near a 

perfect syllabus and there are several issues with even writing up a four-year plan for a high school theater, but 

that does not mean it is useless. For students interested in lighting, it is a good way to create some structure in 

their training and keep their progress moving forward. As far as I am concerned, there is no fun in being the 

head of the lighting department and/or a senior tech if you do not have the ability to get better at what you love. 

Regarding the structure of the syllabus, it will be assuming that someone enters in their freshman year and 

progresses at a certain rate through their four years at NHS. That being said, it is completely okay and 

encouraged for students to progress at a different speed and tweak how much they do and learn each year.  

 The next part of this guide will detail the world of lighting design and talk about everything from college 

to internships. I did not get a whole lot of help when it came to go into the more professional world of lighting 

design and theater, including college, and I think that what I have learned and experienced will help you at least 

know where to start. If you ask anyone, the will all give you different answers and tips on every topic that you 

can imagine. What I have written is simply my opinion based on my own experiences and those I’ve seen some 

others go through. Once again, all that I will talk about is not the only way to go about things, but for sure it is a 

way and I will do my best to describe it in such a way that will leave parts open for you to find your own path 

and create your own professional style and face to show the theatre world. Part of this area of interest is also 

going to emphasize order and how to think about certain parts of the lighting department. This is to lay the 

foundation of what could be a standardized system for at least the NHS lighting department. One of the big 

things that I have seen working in the theater (especially at NHS), is that they have no idea what their job title is 

and what that means. At once students begin to become familiar with what job title covers what work, they will 

be better able to figure out what they want to be doing in theater and/or if they even want to at all.  
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  To conclude this introduction, I would like to briefly thank Dominic DeSalvio for being my 

mentor, teacher, and friend for my time at NHS and for introducing me to the world of lighting design that I 

have now embraced and decided to be a part of. I would also like to thank Samantha Leahan for being one of 

my closest friends, helping me become acclimated in the theatre, and for supporting me in every aspect of my 

professional and personal life. And of course, this thank-you-blurb would not be complete without a shout-out 

to the legendary Stephen Eldredge! Despite his flaws, which are known by him and many others, he is one of 

the best people I have ever had the pleasure of working for. When you – young high school students – get out 

into the real world with real production managers and people in the field, you will realize how lucky the high 

school is to have him as the core of the theatre department. In this line of work, it is essential to understand the 

role that people play in your success and progress through the theatre world. Without opening yourself up to 

people and help, you will find it very hard to get references for jobs and help when you inevitably need it. On 

that note, I would like to say for the first time, but not the last, that if you ever need help or want to chat about 

anything (theatre, lighting, design, art, life, etc.), just call, text, or email me. I am always happy to talk and if 

this lands in your hands, it means I am at your service.  

  

 

Ari Bourke 
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Year One 
• Attend as many tech meetings as possible, become involved in the community  

• Fixtures: Parts and basic use 

o Source Four 

o Source Four PARNel 

o Source Four PAR WFL 

o Fresnel  

o Altman Sky Cyc 

o Altman Comet Follow Spot 

o Selador 

o PAR38 

• Hanging and focusing a fixture in the auditorium and black box 

• Using a crescent wrench and Ultimate Ratcheting Focus Tool (if available) 

• Bench focusing a Source Four 

• Genie Training 

• Proper theatre etiquette for both attending and working shows 

• Read ETC Express manual with the purpose of becoming familiar with what the console is capable of 

doing 

• ETC Express Basic Operations 

o Toggling channels using fader, keypad, and trackpad 

o Recording submasters 

o Recording and playing back cues 

o Dimmer check 

o Patching dimmers to channels 

o Recording cues and submasters in blind vs. live 

o Sneak  

o Channel check 

• ETC SmartFade ML Basic Operations 

o Watch Smart Soft videos on YouTube and follow along 

o Turn on channels 

o Turn on Seladors (LED fixtures) 

o Record memories and cues 

o Patch dimmers to channels 

• Know how to use, talk about, and find: 

o Gels (Roscolux, Lee, GAM) 

o Gobos 

o Lens tubes (10, 19, 26, 36, 50) 

o Stage pin 

o Cyclorama 

o ETC dimmer rack and portable dimmer rack 

o Floppy disks 

• Maintenance 

o Fixtures focused and bench focused 
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o Dimmers patched to the correct channel 

o A few useful washes and looks recorded in submasters 

o Clean booth, back stage, and dimmer closet 

o Care for and protect the cyc 

• Basics of using and setting up Beau’s lighting equipment  

• Start looking at and understanding a light plot 

 

By the end of the first year 

• Board op for at least four one-mic events without major assistance from an upperclassman  

• Electrician for at least two high school productions, this means attending two or more dry techs 

• Master electrician for at least one school production, if appropriate for specific student 

• Can hang, focus, bench focus, disassemble, clean, and disassemble a Source Four 

•  Spot op for at least one show 
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Year Two 
• LX Free 

o Reading and understanding the details of a lighting plot made in LX Free 

o Placing and moving fixtures on the plot 

o Editing gels, gobos, and channels of fixtures 

o Recreate the NHS rep plot 

• ETC Express Board Operations 

o Recording effect submasters 

o Linking effect submasters to cues using macros 

o Increase speed and accuracy of programming 

• ETC SmartFade ML Board Operations 

o Effect 

o Stack 

o Recording and saving multiple shows 

o Patching Seladors and understanding the setup 

• Digital Multiplex (DMX) 

o DMX addresses on multiple fixtures 

o 5-pin cables 

o Uses in our theatre 

▪ Seladors 

▪ Dimmer rack 

▪ Portable dimmer packs 

• Vectorworks* 

o Downloading student version 

o Understanding the language and navigation controls  

o Inserting and moving fixtures 

o Editing color, pattern, location, channel, label legend, and purpose  

o Inserting unit numbers 

o Creating rough scenery outline 

o Generate paperwork 

o Create heading on plot 

• Take on leadership role in the maintenance of the theater 

 

By the end of the year: 

• Design and program a multi-cue show to a song of your choice 

• Fill out paperwork to be able to work paid events 

• Master electrician for at least one show 

• Assistant lighting designer for at least one show 

• Electrician on every show not in a different position 

• Completed designing one show in LX Free 

                                                 
* This in no way is all you should learn about Vectorworks. It is a very advanced and professional program to make light plots on and 

will be one that is very common in the field. What I have included in the syllabus is simply the basics and ground work. Any higher 

level of use and proficiency will come from personal interest and the desire to do better and work harder. 
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Year Three 
• Colleges for theatre 

o BA 

o BFA 

• Further independence involving the maintenance of the theater, work with other departments around 

keeping theatre professional and neat. 

• Vectorworks 

o Mastering what has already been learned 

o Perfecting and paying attention to the finer details of the light plot 

• Attend more production meetings and become engaged in the production process 

• Create look & feel with lighting designer using research and by looking at pictures of other designs and 

scenes 

• Become used to talking and thinking about lighting design  

o Translate ideas onto a light plot 

• Gauge interest in lighting and whether it is something that you want to continue with through college 

and beyond 

• Purchase orders 

• Development of independence in own training and finding resources to help improvement 

• Priority to work closer with senior techs and lighting designers  

 

By the end of the third year: 

• ALD for at least one show 

• Design and print at least one light plot with paperwork on Vectorworks 

• Start compiling portfolio and writing up resume  

• Make strides in improving the quality of the lighting department and theatre in general 

• If ready and the opportunity arises, design a student production with help from senior lighting tech 
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Year Four 
• Recruit new students you think will do well in the lighting department 

• Develop plan to train new and more experienced lighting techs  

• Talk about design and theatre in a way that is professional and engaging to directors and professors (if 

applying to BFA programs) 

• Fill in gaps in knowledge about technical lighting  

• Continue to develop design process  

• Involve assistant/associate lighting designer in the production and design process  

• Finalize portfolio and resume 

• Lead the ongoing work of maintaining the theater 

• Learn where other techs are in their training and how to train them in a way that will be beneficial to 

them and the department 

• Improve knowledge of Vectorworks and find ways to make plots look more transparent and professional 

 

By the end of the fourth year: 

• Graduate 

• Design at least one show (preferable two if possible) 

• Train other students in the lighting department  

• Feel good about your time at NHS and in the theatre department, but have the desire to still do better 
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Tools & Fixtures 
Crescent Wrench 

One of the most useful tools that an electrician can have in their pocket. The school has a number of 12” 

crescent wrenches, but I find those to be too big for real use. The most flexible and versatile size that 

you will see at almost every college and theatre is the 8” wrench. I highly recommend buying one for 

yourself, you will most definitely use it enough. 

Screwdriver  

Very good to have around, especially because they go missing in the school all the time. It is worth 

buying your own screwdriver set with both flat head and Phillips head.  

Ultimate Ratcheting Focus Tool 

Each custom machined and assembled in the U.S., this will basically make you a lighting demon. 

Although expensive (around $100), nothing beats one light-weight tool that has three commonly-used 

ratchet sizes, a slot for wing-nuts, a conductivity tester, and pin-splitter for stage pin. Very good tool, but 

not totally necessary to buy. 

Flashlight 

 Like, just buy one. And don’t just stick with the one on your phone. 

Source Four 

Most common fixture in the NHS theater. Adjustable and swappable lens-tubes that can accommodate 

and hold gel frames and gobo holders. Called Source Four because the lamp they use have four 

filaments. Ellipsoidal shaped beam. 

Source Four PARNel 

Par-shaped fixture with only one possible yet adjustable lens. The lens has a spiraled-grid shape that 

creates a circular beam on stage. Still uses lamps with four filaments. Can hold gel frames, but not 

gobos. 

Source Four PAR WFL 

At NHS called a PAR Waffle, this fixture looks almost exactly like a PARNel except that it’s lens is 

swappable and has a grid-shape. The beam is ellipsoidal-shaped and can be rotated by turning the 

physical lens. Can hold gel frames, but not gobos. 

Fresnel 

Old, cast-iron fixture that heats up much faster and more than the other fixtures. Adjustable lens by 

sliding the knob on the bottom. Can hold gel frames, but not gobos. That being said, gels will burn 

through quicker on these fixtures.  

Altman Sky Cyc 

Cyc lights that are made to disperse light over a large area from close-up. These use giant 1000-watt 

lamps that only have a 200-hour life if you’re lucky and will burn through a gel in less time than that. 

Special gels are used with sky cycs called diffusions, which have lines engrained on them to better 

diffuse and disperse the light onto the cyc.  

Altman Comet 

The NHS theatre has two Comets. They are the follow spots that are located on either side of the booth 

and used for lighting specific people. They have adjustable focus and slots inside for gels that can be 

dropped in front of the light source if wanted. The lamp is a small projector-light type lamp that can get 

very hot and needs its own fan to keep cool.  
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Selador 

Very expensive LED fixtures that are located only in the black box that have very precise color 

adjustment. They are only easily used with the SmartFade ML due to them being more complex fixtures. 

Because they are LEDs, they weigh a lot, still do get hot, and do not need gels. However, they do have 

two lenses in them that can be taken out if desired.  

PAR38 

Some of the cheapest fixtures out there, we have tons of them. NHS uses them both for the black box 

theater and has a separate stash for Beau’s concerts both in school and travelling. Nothing about these is 

adjustable, except for where they are pointed, and they each are assembled slightly differently and 

sometimes in a way that can be close to unusable. Yet still, they are $15 a pop and get the job done. 
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DMX512  
 At the end of my senior year, I did a training which was solely a review and info-session about DMX 

(data multiplex). Because it is so important to how the NHS and every theater is run, I thought it would be 

worth it to dedicate at least a page in this guide to DMX. If you are thinking that you can just skip this part and 

be okay, I want you to consider the fact that literally the entirety of both theaters at Northampton High School, 

along with all of Beau’s equipment, is 100% dependent on DMX. And that is no joke. Data multiplex is what is 

used to send data from the console, to the dimmer rack or packs, that then turn on and control the fixtures. It is 

literally used in every theater everywhere and is more than standard on every lighting console.  

 

The Cable 

The DMX cables that have become standard are the 5-pin cables that we have in the black box. I could 

come as a surprise to you that two of those five pins are there purely to accommodate any advances that 

might arise in the future and are not actually used in many systems. The predominant reason why there 

are five pins however, is so that people can better distinguish a DMX512 cable from a 3-pin XLR cable. 

This distinction is important because you are technically not to use the two cables interchangeably. The 

worst aspect of DMX512 cables for the high school especially, is the price. A fifty-foot cable is not 

crazy to be priced between $40 and $60, depending on how high quality you want it to be. So be mindful 

the next time you use one or put it away. 

Addresses 

The way that DMX works is that there is a set number of addresses that can be used in each universe 

(512) and each fixture takes up a certain number of those addresses. For example, the Seladors use eight 

DMX address per fixture due to the seven base color possibilities and intensity toggle. This means that if 

you have two Seladors, the first one can be on DMX address 1, and the next one must be on at least 

DMX address 9. The numbering for the addresses are inclusive and cannot overlap or else the fixtures 

will not operate correctly. Dimmer racks and dimmer packs are installed with DMX addresses, so 

fixtures that are plugged into them (Source Fours or Par cans) are controlled individually based on the 

addresses on the pack or rack. An example of this is when you plug in a Source Four into dimmer 10, 

the 10 is the dimmer number, but it is actually the number DMX address that controls that dimmer.  

Troubleshooting 

One of the only reasons why I am taking the time to write all of this down, is because a fair number of 

the problems that arise in the black box especially, are related to an issue with DMX addresses and/or 

cables. It is important to know what DMX is and how it works so that you can be thrust into any theatre 

and any situation and be confident that you at least have a base level of knowledge about how the lights 

work and what the setup is. Knowing this will help you solve problems that come up with the data signal 

and allow you to better understand what it is you are doing when you install systems for shows or have 

to solve the problem of the funky Seladors not doing what you want them to.  

Keep Doing Research 

I did not understand DMX 512 until I started doing research on my own and playing with it at school for 

hours. I highly recommend doing this and becoming comfortable with setting up DMX fixtures before it 

becomes a time-sensitive situation and overwhelms you on a future date. 
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Light Plot 
• The format of the plot should reflect that of what is important to the electricians. For example, the 

fixtures should have a thicker outline than the curtains and the scenery included in the plot should be in 

grey so as not to be a distraction, it is included in the plot more as a reference for the placement of 

fixtures. 

• Each fixture included on the plot should have a very specific purpose both labeled in the information of 

the fixture, and in the mind of the designer. Having fixtures in a plot that do not have a specific purpose 

is a waste of materials and ink. This also has to do with the design process and think through each and 

every fixture that you want at your disposal and what story you are trying to convey (I will go into more 

detail about this later). 

• A rough design of the scenery should be included in your plot on a separate layer and class to have 

better editing control over it and to keep it more isolated. Very helpful when figuring out where to place 

fixtures. 

• Fixtures on the plot should be placed at 90 increments in relation to the bar or electric they are located 

on. This is easier for the eye to see and gives the electrician hanging the fixture enough of an idea how 

to point the fixture, but not too much so as to slow them down.  

• The default and standard distance between each fixture is 18” 

• A useful but not necessary addition to a light plot is to insert a distance label to be able to see how far 

away each fixture is without having to guess.  

• Unit numbers can be added using the “automatic numbering” function in Vectorworks. Fixtures should 

be numbered by each electric from stage left to stage right. 

• Each fixture should have the following labeled in its description 

o Color (if “no color”, write “NC”) 

o Gobo (if applicable)  

o Unit Number 

o Purpose 

o Position 

o DMX Address (if applicable) 

o Channel number 

• The following should be visible on each fixture 

o Channel number – on the back of the fixture 

o Unit number – on the body of the fixture 

o Gel – directly in front of the lens tube 

o Gobo – in front of the gel label  

• Heading (from bottom to top) 

o “Light Plot” 

o Date drafted and scale 

o Names of Director, Producer, Lighting Designer, Scenic Designer, and Sound Designer at least 

o Name of show 

o Notes 

o Legend 

o Key 
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• Printing a light plot 

o I personally recommend using Paradise Copies 

o If desired, print plot on vellum 

o Black Box: 24” x 18” 

o Auditorium: 36” x 24” 

• Position Layouts 

o Used to better organize the hanging and circuiting of fixtures 

o Normally split up by electric or position  

o Distributed amongst electricians to give them a part of the plot to have in their pocket 

o Printed on 8 ½” x 11” 
*Example of The Tempest light plot is on the next page*  
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Titles 
General Northampton High School Theatre  

• Student Technical Director 

o Runs and organizes theatre tech meetings 

o Assigns events happening at the school to able-students 

o Receives building use requests through School Dude and updates the calendar accordingly 

o Ensures there is proper communication within and outside of the student tech department 

o Maintains a professional edge to the high school theatre 

• Head of Department 

o Decided upon by TD and Stephen Eldredge 

o Normally the best at their chosen concentration (lighting, costume, stage management, and sound 

to name a few) 

o Show promise and the ability to teach others what they know 

o Knows everyone in their department slightly personally and professionally 

• Senior Tech 

o Not necessarily a senior student at NHS, can be junior or even sophomore 

o Appointed by the TD and Stephen Eldredge 

o Students who are exceptional at what they do and show strength in leadership  

o Able to help TD or head of department should the time come 

o The go-to for bigger and more complex events 

Production (Lighting) 

• Lighting Designer (LD) 

o Designs the lighting for a production 

o Drafts light plot and paperwork on Vectorworks or LX Free 

o Choses who is their assistant/associate and master electrician 

o Teaches associate/assistant lighting designer 

o Speaks during production meetings and talks directly with the director if necessary 

o Creates cue sheet for easy cue building 

o Oversees light hang 

o Builds cues while ALD programs 

o Your time out of the school is free (AKA: you will never sleep) 

• Assistant/Associate Lighting Designer 

o Assistant: helps the LD 

o Associate: works with the LD 

o Helps pull together look and feel 

o Most likely will design their own practice plot for the production 

o Very familiar and comfortable with final design 

o Fills out paperwork and plot during light hang 

o Patches and programs the lights for the show  

o Attends all production meetings with the intention of getting used to the setting and listening to 

what others say 

o Board ops one or more shows if okay with LD 

• Master Electrician 

o Organizes and runs the light hang and strike 
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o Familiarizes self with light plot as far before light hang as possible 

o Compiles group of electricians for light hang 

o Assigns position layouts to each electrician 

o Participates in the hang and focus of fixtures 

o In charge of all adjustments that need to be made during hell week 

• Electrician 

o Assistant to the master electrician 

o Winches electrics at the beginning and end of light hang 

o Strikes and hangs fixtures with proper gels and gobos as directed by the light plot 

o Focuses fixtures to location specified by LD or ALD 

o Cleans up at the end of dry tech 

• Mentor/Artistic Consultant 

o Attends as many production meetings as possible, however is not expected to speak 

o Keeps an eye on the progress of the LD and assists either when asked or when needed 

o The person the LD can use for questions, ideas, and/or basic design help 

o Not officially on the production and does not need to be included on program  
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Training 
• The head of the lighting department should be the one to do at least the first few trainings with new 

techs. They have been chosen with this part of the job in mind and are trusted to know the material well 

enough to teach it confidently and consistently. It is preferable that they teach almost all the group and 

individual trainings, but that is not always possible. It is within their jurisdiction to decide who can train 

other techs and give them permission to do so. 

• As many student techs as possible (not just lighting techs) should attend the first training of the year. 

This allows everyone to know a base-amount about lighting and for new techs to not become 

overwhelmed with information. More experienced techs should also attend and re-familiarize 

themselves with the basics.  

• Topics such as the names of all the fixtures and the basics of how they work should be one of the first 

covered. This allows people to have a base on which they can then learn more and know what you are 

talking about. From there, very basic board functions naturally follow and starts students feeling 

comfortable using the console early on. ETC has a very easy language tied to their interface, especially 

with the Express, and this should be one of the first things pointed out to new students. It will keep 

people from feeling lost and chaotic while operating the board for any event. 

• One of the best way to master the use of the board is by becoming more-than-familiar with the keyboard 

layout. The following page has a blank keyboard of the ETC Express that can be filled out by anyone 

who wishes to become that much better and more advanced in their programming abilities. The page 

after includes a cheat-sheet. 

• Everything can be fixed and reversed. Allow students to make mistakes and fuck things up, it is how 

they will learn to become better and troubleshoot with confidence. If you are worried about them ruining 

something beyond repair, remember that to accomplish an irreversible fuck-up, you generally need to 

have a lot of background information about the system and how it works. Additionally, if someone 

breaks something, it just means that they have not been taught well enough to know how to use it 

properly. 

• After the first few trainings, it is encouraged to immediately start going faster and introducing them to 

more things on the syllabus. This is because there is a lot to learn in the first year and keeping a slow 

pace will ultimately mean that they will not be able to work proficiently when they need to and will 

interfere with their future progress and growth. 

• It is very important to be patient when teaching students how to do something. They will not learn if you 

are stressing them out and creating a detrimental work and learning environment. You WILL have to 

adjust your teaching style when it comes to one-on-one teaching. Each student learns differently and at a 

different level of intensity.  

• Establishing high expectations early-on is a must. If students do not know how to meet expectations set 

by others, then they will be unable to continue to improve when they become more in charge of their 

own training (which should happen around the end of the second year/beginning of their third). Being 

able to push both yourself and others is how you get better as a team and develop a more serious and 

productive work environment.          
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Maintaining the Auditorium 
Inventory 

You will spend too much of you time taking inventory on stuff that you may or may not find important. 

I can tell you now however, that when you are designing a show, you will be so happy that everything is 

inventoried that you will force everyone around you to do it and keep it up to date. Keeping the 

inventory list up-to-date is very important in knowing when something needs to be replaced and how 

much of something you have to use for a show. Without a well-kept and distributed inventory list, you 

can forget about anything that follows in this section. 

Gels and Gobos 

There is nothing more sad, depressing, and heart-breaking than looking for a gel in the gel-cabinet and 

having it not be there or finding it in the wrong folder. Maintaining proper gel and gobo organization is 

key to keeping the theatre running smoothly. At the beginning of my senior year, I reorganized all the 

gels into their own folder by number, then into separate folders by size. This is to get students used to 

the different sizes of gels and the order in which they come in a swatch book. Gobos are a little bit less 

well-organized; they are all placed in a box in no specific order. However, with both it is of the utmost 

importance that if a gel or gobo is used for any reason, that it gets put back in its proper place. Another 

part of gel maintenance is keeping gels that are in fixtures from burning through and looking bad. If you 

notice that a cool gel is looking warmer or more pale than the others, it may be time to replace it. 

Fixtures 

Keeping fixtures clean and usable is important for obvious reasons, but is also very easy to not do. 

Replacing lamps when they blow out, keeping an eye out for failing reflectors, and regularly cleaning 

fixtures is all part of maintaining a theater. I highly recommend creating a list and keeping the broken or 

unusable fixtures in a specified location so as to create a reminder that there is something wrong with 

them and that they need some love and attention. On a less intense note, ensuring that hung fixtures stay 

focused and working is also part of theater maintenance. If you see that a fixture is out of focus or that 

its lamp is fading, there is never a better time to fix it than as soon as possible.  

Dimmer Closet 

You are normal to shudder and want to hide when you think about cleaning the dimmer closet, but it is 

something that should be done with some consistency. The most likely reason why you don’t want to 

clean it, is because it is messy as fuck. This will not be the case if it is cleaned after each show and on a 

semi-regular basis. Cleaning the dimmer closet includes dusting off each dimmer in the dimmer rack, 

making sure each lens tube is where it should be, and getting as much stuff off the ground as possible. 

You will feel better and so will the closet. 

The Booth 

 Yup, nothing more should have to be said than “clean the damn booth.” 

Purchase Orders 

If something is running low or missing, it is very important that you go to Steve as soon as you can with 

a purchase order detailing what you need, how much you need, and the price that it will cost, along with 

a link to the item. The sooner this is done, the sooner the theater will be better maintained and running 

smoothly. 
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Little Theater 
Until last year, lighting for the little theater (Beau’s classroom) was not even a topic that existed. Over the 

course of my senior year I chose, as a final project of sorts, to design and setup a lighting plot that could be used 

not only in the little theater, but also that could go with Beau wherever she wanted. This section is meant to 

inform more than anything and most likely won’t be super helpful as her equipment may grow and change in 

the coming years. 

 

The Equipment 

• 2 portable light trees with gaff tape protectors 

• 8 par cans that can hold gels  

• 2, 4-channel portable dimmer packs 

• Total of around 200 feet of DMX cables 

• 16-channel Levaton lighting console 

 

Setup 

In-school 

• All eight fixtures can be hung on the bar that hangs above the first isle of chairs. 

• The easiest placement for the two dimmer packs is tucked inside the box made for a projector. This 

allows for a relatively even and fair accessibility for all the fixtures. They should be cabled so that the 

one farthest stage right is the last one and does not have an out. 

• There is a DMX cable already installed on the ceiling house right. At the end of this cable in the back of 

the theater, you can plug in a 25’ extension and from there plug in the console.  

• To send power to the dimmer packs and the lights, there is a light switch on house left in the pit that 

needs to be turned on. 

On the road 

• Everything should be able to fit into the two boxes that are located in Beau’s closet (except for, of 

course, the two trees). By moving everything in the boxes you eliminate the stress of having loose 

fixtures and cables floating around. 

• Set up the trees first where you think they will go. This is important because you need to know how 

much cable you need and whether you need to go back and get more. 

• At once fixtures and dimmer packs are in place, you can raise the trees to the desired height and cable it 

all. 

• Focusing may require a ladder depending on the venue. 
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Production 
My Design Process†                                                                                                                                                    

1. Appoint an ALD who you will both work well with and who you think needs the experience. It is also 

important in this decision to reflect and make sure that everyone who can, does have the chance to work 

as an ALD on a show before they design their first show.  

2. The moment you know the dates of the show, establish the dates of the following 

a. Look & Feel 

b. When the scenery should be roughly placed into the light plot 

c. First draft of light plot due for both LD and ALD 

d. Final draft of light plot due  

e. Paperwork drafted 

f. Paperwork and light plot printed 

g. Dry tech (let the whole production team know when this is, file BUR) 

h. Hell week 

3. Read the script and talk about it with the ALD. This starts a conversation that should never end, and can 

be going at full speed before the first production meeting for the show. As you read through the script, 

mark places where there are specific lighting cues written in and areas you think that there will be cues 

in the future. 

4. At a certain point towards the beginning of the design process, it is not a bad idea to meet with the ALD 

and decide who will be the master electrician so that is not something which will slow you down later. 

5. Create look & feel with the ALD. This should just be a visual of what colors, shadows, themes, and 

ideas you want to be included in the final product. You will present this to the whole production team in 

the second or third meeting in the hopes of starting a conversation and generating a better idea of what 

the director wants and how the designers want to tell the story.  

6. After you have a better idea about what you want the show to look like, it is time to look through the 

gels and figure out which gels you like and would best recreate the look you have in your head. This is 

not a complicated step, but it will take a while if done right. 

7. At once you have a draft of the set design, I highly recommend putting it into you plot before placing 

any fixtures for sure. This will allow you to know what it is you are lighting and where you will be able 

to hang and focus fixtures when the time comes.  

8. With an outline of what the set is going to be, you can now place your first fixtures with the intention of 

getting a general wash and lighting the actors. Most likely these will not be permanent, but it is 

necessary to start somewhere when you are designing for NHS theatre. From there you can get more 

specific and add more complex color ideas and gobos. It is always important to remember that each 

fixture must have a purpose and to do your best to not waste any fixtures. 

9.  A good first draft of the light plot should be done at least 2 weeks before the dry tech (3 weeks before 

the show opens) and should be presented to the director at this time for feedback. If you want more eyes 

looking over your plot, I am always happy to take a look and talk about it with you.  

10. There should be a run through of the show around a week before dry tech; the designer and ALD should 

attend this. No exception. The first run through will give the you a better idea about how the actors are 

                                                 
† This is the process that I go through to design a show at Northampton High School as of the last show of my senior year (The 

Tempest). In no way is this the only way to design a show and most likely will not be the way I continue to design shows in the future. 

I am detailing this simply to give you a good idea of how to go about designing a show. I highly recommend developing your own 

process. 
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interacting with the set and walking around the stage. It will also allow you to begin the process of 

creating your cue sheet in a way that actually means something. 

11. By the Wednesday before the dry tech, the light plot should be finished along with paperwork and be 

ready to print the next day at the latest. The paperwork that should be included is as follows* 

a. Channel Hookup 

b. Dimmer Hookup 

c. Instrument Schedule  

d. Inventory 

e. Position Layout 

f. Cue Sheet 

g. Master Sheet 

h. Detailed Dry Tech List 

12. The dry tech is the Friday and Saturday before hell week. During the dry tech, the LD is in charge of 

overseeing the light hang, directing where the fixtures are focused, and building the cues. 

13. The cue-to-cue is generally done with the director and stage manager and is the Monday of hell week. 

This is time for everyone to get comfortable with the lights and for the LD to fix and/or adjust anything 

that does not work for the show. The corrections however do not end here, as the LD, you are 

responsible for adjusting and tweaking and perfecting the design as much as possible before opening 

night.  

14. During hell week, I like to sit in different places in the theater while the ALD runs the cues. This allows 

for a more accurate view of the strengths and weaknesses of you design and what needs to be changed 

for the next run.  

15. The show goes up and all there is left to do is strike (Which is the official job of the ALD and ME)! 

 

Pre-Show Checklist – to be done before each show and at the beginning of each hell week rehearsal 

1. Turn on the company switch and lighting console, open the cyc curtain. 

2. “Sneak all channels to 50% over a 5-minute fade to warm up lamps and checked for fixtures that do not 

turn on. 

3. Perform channel check using macro 1 on the Remote Focus Unit to ensure that all fixtures are patched, 

focused, and working properly. This is your chance to re-focus or replace gels and lamps if necessary. 

4. Make sure that spot ops are present and getting warmed up and turning on follow spots at least 20 

minutes prior to doors opening (50 minutes to start of the show).  

  

                                                 
* Examples of most of these items are included on the following pages for your convenience. However, in no case or situation are any 

of the following examples of paperwork to be taken directly from this document and used. They exist here for the sole purpose of 

being a reference.  
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Dry Tech List – The Tempest 
Preparation  

• Organize gels and gobos by position layout and order them in accordance to unit number 

• Hang and focus fixtures on FOH and side trees 

• Position and spike onstage trees 

• Move set 

• Program house flickering effect 

• Program onstage lighting flickering effect  

Winch electrics 1, 2, 3, and 4 

• Rotating people  

• Time: 30 minutes 

Check-in #1 

• The new system (layout sheets, new circuiting protocol, etc.) 

• How to read plot and layout sheets 

• Hanging defaults and basics overview 

• Chain of command 

• Time: 5-8 minutes 

Assign electricians position layout sheets 

• First electric 

• Second Electric 

• Third Electric 

• Fourth Electric 

• On Stage Right Tree 

• On Stage Left Tree 

• Truss 

Truss 

• Strike/move fixture 

• Hang new fixture with proper lens tube 

• Drop color and template (if applicable) 

• Circuit and check connection 

• Have circuit notated on paperwork 

• Focus fixture 

• Move on to the next fixture 

Strike fixtures that are not included in the plot 

• Each electrician will strike fixtures located on their own layout sheet(s) 

• Time: 10 minutes 

Hang new fixtures 

• Hang fixtures with c-clamp facing the electrician for easy access 

• Correct lens tube on the correct fixture (if applicable) 

• Circuit and check connection 

• Notate dimmer on paperwork 

• Rough focus in the direction suggested by position layout sheet 

• When all fixtures on electric are hung and circuited, drop pre-organized gels and gobos from folder 

• Time: 1.5 hours 

Designer or ALD checks each fixture 

• Use instrument schedule to check that the proper unit number on the proper electric has the correct lens 

tube, color, template (if applicable), dimmer connection, and rough focus. 
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• Time: 15-20 minutes 

Winch up electrics 1, 2, 3, and 4 

• Rotating people 

• Time: 30 minutes 

Dinner 

• Pre-ordered and delivered pizza 

• Time: 35 minutes, 45 minutes max 

Check-in #2 

• Focusing a fixture basics 

• Terminology and language  

• Time: 5-8 minutes 

Focus fixtures 

• Go across electric focusing fixture to focus chart 

• Time: 3 hours 

Patch fixtures 

• Patch dimmers to channels using paperwork 

• Time: 30 minutes 

Program cues 

• Program cues using detailed cue sheet written up including timing for each cue 

• Time: 5-7 hours 
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Cue Sheet – The Tempest 
1. House opens - no wall or ceiling gobos, but have sail gobos on low intensity. House lights at 75% 

maximum. 

2. 5 minutes after house opens - wall and ceiling gobos begin on a 5 minute fade to 50% and house lights 

fade down 5% from where they were. 

3. 15 minutes after house opens - house lights flicker subtly and briefly. Wall and ceiling gobos begin on 

another 5 minute fade to full 

4. 25 minutes after house opens (house flash) - house @ 70 time: 0 follow: 1 

5. House @  30 time 0 follow 2 

6. House @ full time 2 follow 5 

7. House @ 70 time 0 follow 1 

8. House @ 30 time 0 follow 5 

9. House @ full time 2 

Act I 

10. Beginning of Act 1 - house lights and wall and ceiling gobos shut off leaving only the sail gobos slowly 

flickering at low intensity.  

11. Big lighting flash using cyc NC 

12. MASTER: “Boatswain!” (7) - dim front light DSC.  

13. Others enter (7) - widen beam 

14. Everyone exits (9) - big lighting flash with cyc, transition type thing 

15. GONZOLO: “Now would I give a thousand…” (11) - Narrow beam DSC on Gonzalo 

16. Gonzolo exits (11) - B/O 

17. Miranda and Prospero enter (13) - DS dim and subtle in front of Caliban’s Cave, contrast with previous 

scene. Dim gobos across the stage. Light blue cyc with soft NC clouds. NC backlight on top of Cave  

18. MIRANDA: Begun to tell me what I am…” (15) - focus DSL 

19. PROSPERO: Twelve year since... “ (17) - brighten, widen focus very slightly 

20. PROSPERO: “Approach, my Ariel.” (25) - widen focus to DSR. Follow spot on Ariel (color). Dim DSL 

on Miranda as she sleeps. Bring up slight R39 high side 

21. ARIEL: “Yes, Caliban, her son” (33) - start 2 minute fade of Caliban back light up 

22. Ariel Exits (35) - return to before Ariel enters, bring up DSR to illuminate Miranda 

23. CALIBAN: “There’s wood enough within” (35) - Backlight on Cave slow fade more 

24. Enter Caliban (35) - brighten backlight, DSL focused and brighter, change in on-stage gobos 

25. PROSPERO: “So, slave, hence” (39) - Caliban exits and backlight on cave out. Ariel enters, spot on her. 

Widen focus to most of downstage, brighter. Ferdinand is DSR. Slight change in gobos. Dim light on 

top of cave on Ariel 

26. FERDINAND: “Where should this music be?” (41) - Focus DSR, dim rest of stage slightly 

27. Ariel song (41) - Dim out on Ferdinand, focus on Ariel on set 

28. FERDINAND: “The ditty does remember…” (43) - Bring back light to the rest of the stage, dim out 

Ariel on top of set 

29. FERDINAND: “No, as I am a man!” (47) - focus DSR and center slightly, increase intensity a bit, 

maintain set light on cave 

30. Ferdinand charmed from moving (47) - Dim DSR add cool on Ferdinand because he is frozen, focus 

more on DSC, bring in R39 

31. PROSPERO: “Come on, obey.” (49) - Relight DSR as Ferdinand moves, take out R39 slow fade 

32. They exit (49) - B/O 

Act II 
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33. GONZALO: “Beseech you, sir” (53) - in front of Caliban’s Cave, bring up tree gobos and backlight 

slightly. More leaf gobos. 

34. ANTONIO: “ Or as twere perfumed by a fen” (55) - bring up more downstage center light, widen focus, 

slow fade, 30 seconds 

35. GONZALO: “Sir, we were talking that our…” (59) - focus up stage a bit more, similar to beginning of 

the scene (cue 21) 

36. GONZALO: “And were the king...” (63) - brighten down stage slightly, slow fade as actors walk down 

stage 

37. ALONSO: “Prithee, no more.” (63) - dim downstage light very slow 

38. ANTONIO: “Go sleep, and hear us” (65) - clouds slowly turn red, focus moves to SL/center DS. Take 

out front light upstage and keep sleeping people cool, turn on R39 slightly. 1 min fade 

39. ANTONIO: “Here lies your brother” (73) - brighten more of stage, bring R39 up more 

40. Ariel’s song (73) - Isolate USR noticeably during song 

41. ANTONIO: “Then let us both be sudden” (75) - expand focus greatly, NC clouds return. Quick fade, 3 

seconds 

42. They exit (75) - isolate DSC with Ariel, slowly fade out backlight tree gobos and begin introducing next 

scene.  

43. Enter Caliban (77) - backlight on Cave with empty-looking stage. A few gobos on.Less specific focus on 

Caliban. R88 gobo on 

44. Caliban covers self with cloak (77) - focus light slightly more center stage 

45. TRINCULO: “What have we here…” (77) - focus more DSC 

46. TRINCULO: “Alas, the storm is come again” (79) - widen focus slightly 

47. Stephano enters SL platforms (79) - bring up pit fixtures and focus light slightly more DSL 

48. CALIBAN: “Do not torment me O!” (79) - take out pit light, brighten scene slightly 

49. STEPHANO: If thou be’st Trinculo…” (83) - brighten scene further, widen focus slightly, maintain 

strong cool presence.  

50. STEPHANO: “Come on then down and swear” (85) - light cave slightly as Trinculo and Stephano step 

up 

51. TRINCULO: “ A most ridiculous monster…” (87) - widen focus to SR slightly as Caliban widens his 

jumping around 

52. They exit (87) - B/O 

53. Intermission  

Act III 

54. B/O  

55. Enter Ferdinand (91) - DSR focused, barren stage with some gobos 

56. Miranda enters (91) - Widen focus, bring in R39 slightly and cave top backlight 

57. FERDINAND: “I am in my condition…” (95) - center focus 

58. PROSPERO: “Fair encounter…” (95) - SL isolate quickly 

59. FERDINAND: “Wherefore…” (97) 

60. PROSPERO: “So glad” (97) - US on cave 

61. Exits (97) 

62. Enter Caliban, Stephano, and Trinculo (99) - SR oriented, cave backlight on 

63. TRINCULO: “Thou liest…” (99) - Widen focus to SL 

64. Ariel enters (101) - R39 slightly, slow fade. Bring some more light up on cave 

65. STEPHANO: “Do I so?” (103) - move focus to SL in front of cave. 

66. CALIBAN: “That’s not the tune” (107) some light SR on Ariel as she wanders around in front of trees. 

67. They exit (109) 

68. Enter Alonso and folk (109) - Wide focus, backlight on trees 
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69. Prospero enters on top of cave (111) - turn on backlight on cave, leave rest of stage unchanged. Add R39 

high side 

70. Lighting strike with NC cyc follow into 66 (113) 

71. ARIEL: “You are three men of sin…” (113) - Bring up more light on top of cave, dim stage slightly, 

maybe red cyc 

72. PROSPERO: “Bravely the figure…” (115) dim stage more, back to blue cyc 

73. Propero exits (117) - dim cave backlight, bring focus back to SR and center, remains dim 

74. GONZOLO: “All three of them are desperate” (117) - narrow focus to DSC 

75. PROSPERO: “ Come with a thought” (133) - Move focus to DSL, R39 high side, brighter top of cave 

back light 

76. ARIEL: “I told you, sir” (133) - Widen focus slightly to center and SR as Ariel wanders around 

77. PROSPERO: “This was well done…’ (135) - dim SR 

78. Caliban and others enter (135) - bring up behind tree light, center wide focus, dim SR more 

79. TRINCULO: “Oh King Stephano” (137) - illuminate USR as Trinculo sees apparel, R39 on slow fade 

80. PROSPERO: “Hey, Mountain, hey!” (139) - Bring focus downstage center as others exit, bring us top of 

cave backlight. Darken stage and isolate Prospero and Ariel DSC. 

81. B/O 

Act V 

82. Prospero enters (145) - top of cave backlight and center stage and SL light. Dim and isolated. Ariel is on 

top of cave. 

83. Ariel exits (147) - Take out some of front light on top of cave. Bring up R39, red cyc, and gobos. Maybe 

turn on wall gobos. Focus slowly goes to center. Long fade, 2 minutes. 

84. PROSPERO: “A solemn air... “ (149) - focus widen to SR. Some tree backlight. 

85. PROSPERO: “I prithee” (151) - brighten rest of stage as everyone unfreezes. Darker blue cyc, maybe 

with hint of red (evening time). Take out wall gobos if on. Quicker fade 

86. PROSPERO: “In this last tempest.” (157) - Bring up SL over a 4-5 minute fade 

87. Ariel enters with the Master and Boatswain (161), widen focus further to SR. Keep whole stage cool 

because it is kind of getting dark. 

88. Enter Ariel with Caliban and others (165) - bring up cave backlight slightly. R39 on more intense 

89. Caliban, Stephano, and Trinculo go into cave (167) - dim cave backlight and R39 

90. PROSPERO: “ Be free…” (169) - dim whole stage, isolate Prospero DSC, bring up wall and ceiling 

gobos slightly. 

91. Prospero exits (171) - B/O 

92. Bows 

93. Post show 
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Ari 
Bourke   The Tempest    05/12/2017 

   Channel Hookup     

        

Channel Dimmer Instrument Type Purpose Color Gobo 1 Position 
Unit 
Number 

1  ETC Source4 36deg DSR Front Light R119  Truss 12 

2  ETC Source4 36deg DSC Front Light R119  Truss 7 

3  ETC Source4 36deg DSL Front Light R119  Truss 1 

4  ETC Source4 36deg USR Front Light R119  Truss 11 

5  ETC Source4 36deg USC Front Light R119  Truss 6 

6  ETC Source4 36deg USL Front Light R119  Truss 5 

7  Source 4 PARNel Downlight R80  1st Electric 8 

8  Source 4 PARNel Downlight R80  1st Electric 6 

9  Source 4 PARNel Downlight R80  1st Electric 4 

10  

ETC Source4 
PARNel Downlight R80  2nd Electric 6 

11  

ETC Source4 
PARNel Downlight R80  2nd Electric 5 

12 
 Source 4 PARNel Caliban's Cave High Side NC  1st Electric 7 

 Source 4 PARNel Caliban's Cave High Side NC  1st Electric 9 

13  ETC Source4 36deg Tree Gobo R4460 
GAM 
658 4th Electric 10 

14  ETC Source4 36deg Tree Gobo R4460 
GAM 
658 4th Electric 5 

15  6" Fres Back Light NC  4th Electric 9 

16  6" Fres Back Light NC  4th Electric 8 

17  6" Fres Back Light NC  4th Electric 7 

18  6" Fres Back Light NC  4th Electric 6 

19  S4 PAR WFL 
Caliban's Cave Top Back 
Light R09  4th Electric 2 

20  S4 PAR WFL 
Caliban's Cave Top Back 
Light R09  4th Electric 1 

21  S4 PAR WFL 
Caliban's Cave Top Back 
Light R80  4th Electric 4 

22  S4 PAR WFL 
Caliban's Cave Top Back 
Light R80  4th Electric 3 

23  ETC Source4 10deg Raised Pit Platform R60  FOH 5 
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24  ETC Source4 10deg Low Pit Platform R60  FOH 3 

25  ETC Source4 50deg Caliban's Cave Back Light NC  OSL Tree 3 

26  ETC Source4 36deg Caliban's Cave Back Light R24  OSL Tree 2 

27  ETC Source4 50deg Caliban's Cave Back Light R4460  OSL Tree 4 

28  ETC Source4 19deg Pit Orchestra R26 MS-2205 FOH 2 

29  ETC Source4 26deg Caliban's Cave Gobo R88 R71012 Truss 8 

30  ETC Source4 19deg High Side R83 R77642 1st Electric 1 

31  ETC Source4 26deg Stars Side Light NC R79005 OSR Tree 2 

32  ETC Source4 19deg Lightning NC  

SR Side 
Tree 1 

33  ETC Source4 19deg Lightning NC  

SR Side 
Tree 3 

34  ETC Source4 50deg Lightning NC  SL Side Tree 2 

35  ETC Source4 26deg High Side R56 MS-2207 1st Electric 11 

36  ETC Source4 36deg High Side R4460 MS-2207 1st Electric 3 

37 
 Sky Cyc Left  R126  3rd Electric 15 

 Sky Cyc Left  R126  3rd Electric 19 

38 
 Sky Cyc Left  R126  3rd Electric 7 

 Sky Cyc Left  R126  3rd Electric 11 

39 
 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R127  3rd Electric 14 

 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R127  3rd Electric 18 

40 
 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R127  3rd Electric 6 

 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R127  3rd Electric 10 

41 
 Sky Cyc Left  R125  3rd Electric 17 

 Sky Cyc Left  R125  3rd Electric 13 

42 
 Sky Cyc Left  R125  3rd Electric 5 

 Sky Cyc Left  R125  3rd Electric 9 

43 
 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R160  3rd Electric 16 

 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R160  3rd Electric 12 

44 
 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R160  3rd Electric 4 

 2 Celll Sky Cyc Right  R160  3rd Electric 8 
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45  ETC Source4 50deg Cloud NC R77170 3rd Electric 1 

46  ETC Source4 36deg Cloud NC R78241 OSR Tree 1 

47  ETC Source4 36deg Cloud R26 R76611 3rd Electric 20 

48  ETC Source4 36deg Cloud R26 R76611 OSL Tree 1 

49  ETC Source4 50deg SR Gobo Front Light R83 
GAM 
294 Truss 9 

50  ETC Source4 50deg SL Gobo Front Light R83 
GAM 
294 Truss 2 

51  ETC Source4 19deg SR Gobo Front Light NC 
GAM 
658 Truss 13 

52  ETC Source4 19deg SRC Gobo Front Light NC 
GAM 
658 Truss 10 

53  ETC Source4 19deg SLC Gobo Front Light NC R77119 Truss 4 

54  ETC Source4 19deg SL Gobo Front Light NC R77119 Truss 3 

55 
 Source 4 PARNel High Side R39  1st Electric 5 

 Source 4 PARNel High Side R39  1st Electric 2 

56 
 Source 4 PARNel High Side R39  2nd Electric 1 

 Source 4 PARNel High Side R39  2nd Electric 4 

57  ETC Source4 36deg High Side R54  

SR Side 
Tree 2 

58  ETC Source4 36deg High Side R54  SL Side Tree 1 

59  ETC Source4 36deg High Side R54  2nd Electric 8 

60  ETC Source4 36deg High Side R54  2nd Electric 2 

61 
 Source 4 PARNel High Side R83  1st Electric 10 

 Source 4 PARNel High Side R83  1st Electric 12 

62 
 Source 4 PARNel High Side R83  2nd Electric 9 

 Source 4 PARNel High Side R83  2nd Electric 10 

63  ETC Source4 26deg Scenic Trees High Side NC  3rd Electric 3 

64  ETC Source4 26deg Scenic Trees High Side R88  3rd Electric 2 

65  ETC Source4 50deg Sail NC R77259 2nd Electric 3 

66  ETC Source4 50deg Sail NC R77259 2nd Electric 7 

67  ETC Source4 50deg SR Wall Gobo R83 R77958 FOH 7 

68  ETC Source4 50deg SL Wall Gobo R83 R77958 FOH 1 

69  ETC Source4 26deg SR Wall Gobo R26 R76611 FOH 4 
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70  ETC Source4 26deg SL Wall Gobo R88 R76611 FOH 6 

71  ETC Source4 36deg SL Ceiling Gobo R64 R77448 
SR Side 
Tree 4 

72  ETC Source4 36deg SR Ceiling Gobo R64 R77448 SL Side Tree 3 
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Portfolio & Resume 
If there was one aspect of lighting and theater that I almost put more time into than actually designing a show, it 

was probably compiling my portfolio and formatting my resume. Just kidding! But in all seriousness, it does 

take a very long time to figure out and then execute the building of these two examples of professionalism. For 

those who may not know, a portfolio is (for many) a very well-organized binder full of pictures, paperwork, and 

other examples of real work from each production that you have either worked on in a significant way, or 

designed. It is very important in a portfolio that everything is well organized and easy to look at and flip to 

quickly. A resume is the document that you write up that you can give to a possible employer or 

professor/school that shows the productions you’ve worked on, along with other information that I will get into.   

 

Portfolio 

The real goal of making a portfolio is to show the progress you have made between your various designs and 

the way your thinking developed on each individual one. Mistakes are welcome and should be very transparent 

throughout your portfolio.   

• Resume 

• Each production sectioned off from most recent to least 

• Plot (Full-sized located in a separate tube) 

• Program (if you have it. More likely than not they won’t even look at it) 

• At least four pictures of the production that best demonstrate and show your design 

• Paperwork (preferably the filled-out paperwork from the dry tech) 

o Cue Sheet 

o Channel Hookup 

o Dimmer Hookup 

o Instrument Schedule  

o Color Schedule 

• Script with any notes you have made in it 

• Any notebook or other drawings/writings you made about the production at any time 

 

Resume 

A resume should give the person looking at it an idea of what you have done in the past, where you have 

worked, and what you know. Only information that you want to be in a resume should be included. No fluff. 

Everything should be organized by position, then by date. 

• Heading 

o Name 

o Phone number 

o Professional/work/school email 

• Position/role (lighting designer, associate lighting designer, etc.) 

• Name of production 

• Name of venue 

• Director (if LD) or Lighting Designer (if not LD) 

• Year 

• Education & skills 

• References if any 
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College for Theatre 
Bachelors of the Arts (B. A. Program) 

• No portfolio review as a part of admission 

• 50% of the credits are in the major 

• Non-professional training 

• Normally followed by a graduate program (Masters of Fine Arts) 

• Allows for flexibility in schedule and double major and/or minor 

UMass Amherst: One of the most discouraging aspects of going to UMass is that it is right across the bridge and 

you can practically see it from the high school. However, their theatre department is very strong and critically 

acclaimed. As is with most if not all BA programs, you will get out of it exactly what you put in. UMass has 

incredible resources and a great staff as well as a track record of having students who go on to work on 

Broadway (just check you the set designer for Hamilton…) I highly recommend this program if you want a big 

campus, cheap tuition, and the ability to be a part of good theatre while still having the option to explore other 

fields.  

Skidmore College: Fantastic liberal arts school (SAT optional) and hard-working theatre department, sounds 

pretty good. Although maybe not as successful as the UMass theatre program, Skidmore offers a lot of comforts 

by way of the school in addition to a competent department that is open and welcoming to change and open-

minded students. Even though their theatre is obviously faculty run and is part of the theatre arts school, they 

want students involved in improving the way it is run. A very good opportunity and environment if you want to 

get involved and have a very easy time studying abroad (they have a very, very good study abroad program). 

 

Bachelors of Fine Arts (B. F. A. Program) 

• Portfolio review or interview to be expected 

• 75% of credits are in the major 

• Professional training 

• Generally, not followed by a graduate degree 

• Very little flexibility in schedule and no chance of double major or minor 

SUNY Purchase: Obviously my college-of-choice is on this list, but I will do my best to present it in a similar, 

academic light as the others. 30 minutes away from NYC, this school is very competitive with NYU, Fordham, 

and others that are in the city. With a BFA program that has trained designers who have conquered the worlds 

of Broadway, off-Broadway, outdoor theatre, and installations to name a few, you cannot go wrong with the 

theatre. Additionally, almost all of the professors in the BFA program are working professionals who still 

design shows in the city and elsewhere all of the time. One of the downsides of SUNY is its infamously bad 

campus. Take it from me, it is literally falling apart, but that means they are taking the time now to fix and 

update both it and the dorms. Highly recommend checking SUNY out, and I would be more than happy to give 

you a place to stay if you want. Just call! 

UNC School of the Arts: Located in Winston Salem, North Carolina, UNCSA is one of the best art schools in 

the country for theatre, dance, music, acting, animation, and more. With a very dedicated faculty and some of 

the best facilities of any college, let alone state school, it is not a college to pass up the opportunity to visit if 

you have the chance. UNCSA is known for their lighting technology major, which is one of the only in the 

country, and offers a concentration in installing systems and higher-advanced tech. Additionally, they are a 

testing site for ETC, so they receive consoles and equipment to try before it becomes available to the public. 

Their designers are working everywhere from Broadway, to touring, to community theatre, to doing massive 
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shows for Disney and Cirque Du Soleil. It being only an arts school however, means that it is very weak in 

academics and doesn’t even offer minors or majors in the liberal arts. The good in that is UNCSA is filled with 

1000 students who are there for the sole reason that they love their art. This creates a very serious yet free 

atmosphere that embodies what theatre is all about.  

Ithaca College: Probably one of the “best” colleges on this list, Ithaca is a very solid and professional school 

with great facilities for all areas of study. Their conservatory of theatre is strong and encourages more 

collaboration and inter-major experience than any of the other BFA programs. They require two years of basic 

training in the department that includes some acting classes. Like UNCSA, Ithaca offers a concentration in 

lighting technology, although their program is noticeably less well-equipped and works at a different level of 

intensity. The majority of students who go to Ithaca for theatre tech and design go on to get a MFA in their 

desired concentration. Additionally, and this is definitely a personal preference thing, Ithaca has only done plays 

that were written and performed before the 20th century. There are exceptions occasionally, but for the most part 

they hold true to that observation. With that said, Ithaca is a great school and would be a good experience for 

anyone who wants to be in an academic environment and study professional theatre. 
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In Conclusion 
I have seen many shows in many different theaters with tons of different people (including myself). 

Every time I sit in the theater I learn something different and feel another level of emotion that cannot be 

achieved in any other setting. At once I started to dedicate my attention and being to lighting, I found that my 

experience being a spectator in the theater grow deeper and allow me to have a greater insight into the real 

meaning of what was happening on stage. Lighting design is not just about illuminating what is on stage, it is 

about adding to it and creating a story through your art. I took the time to write up this crazy thing twice 

because I genuinely feel that you can and should consume the knowledge and experience that I have at this 

point in my career, and build from there. I want you to make it to your senior year of high school and design a 

show that is better than anything I have done thus far. I want you to get tons of merit money from every school 

you apply to because your portfolio is a thing of beauty and demonstrates who you are, and not just what you 

can do. I can’t do it for you and without trying this guide will get you nowhere; you have to take it and run as 

far as you can. 

People have joined tech and come up to me saying that they are “more of a design person” or that they 

are “here to design shows”. In my opinion, both of those statements are not only untrue, but also a direct path to 

failure if not in high school, then in any BA or BFA program. I get it if you want to be a lighting designer, that 

is something that I say all the time going into my BFA program at Purchase, but to be a lighting designer you 

need to be more than proficient in the technical side of lighting. If you do not go head-first into every 

opportunity to hang or focus or troubleshoot a fixture in you first years of doing lighting, then when you go to 

design a show you will only know what the fixtures do on paper and not how they establish their own existence. 

A 19 lens tube means that the beam of light leaves the lens tube at a 19 angle. Cool. How would you know 

what to do with that information if you had never focused a Source Four with a 19 lens tube? The answer is 

that you really wouldn’t be able to use that information at all. The academic information is meant to be applied 

and used in the real world, not just taken at face value and “thought about”. Welcome to the real world! What I 

love about lighting and the theatre world in general, is that it is an environment which requires the collaboration 

and harmonious coexistence of complex physical skills and techniques, with thoughtful and intricate theory and 

philosophical-like art. It is like if you had to build the pens and pencils that you draw with… and admit it, it 

would make you that much better at using a pen or a pencil. 

I love theatre and my passion in life is lighting. That is what defines how I spend my money, my time 

management, what school I decided to go to, along with generally how I live my life. It does not need to be the 

same for you, but I believe strongly that you should know that a lifestyle like mine exists. In school, we are 

taught everything except for how to live and what being passionate about something to an extreme looks like. I 

hope for you that you will learn something from what I have written whether it be that you can make a life out 

of lighting and theatre, or that it is possible to do what you love, or how to use your time at NHS to the best of 

your ability.  

 

I hope you found this all at least a little bit interesting! 

 

Love, 

 

Ari Bourke 

(413) 461-8717 

ari.bourke@purchase.edu  


